
 

Error In Script Lcpdfr Loader.loader

i have been experiencing this error when i try to launch the game. it seems to be related to the lcpdfr mod. if i open the mod then run the game, it loads fine. but once i exit the mod and go to the main menu and try to launch the game, it throws an error. i have tried installing other mods in the past, but none of them have had this problem. i am running windows 10.
i had an error when loading mod lcpdfr. i've been trying to fix it with no success. i've been using windows 10 and the steam version of rdr2. now i am trying to use the mod lcpdfr with rdr2. i've read that i need to install 4.6 lua scripts, so i have done that. but now when i try to open the mod, i get the error "error in script lcpdfr loader.loader". after reading a lot of

posts, i've found that i need to open lcpdfr.nls, but i have no idea what that is. i've tried to research what it is, but i can't figure it out. i know what rdr2 is, but i'm not sure what the mod is called. if someone can help me out, it'd be much appreciated! i don't know how to fix this. i have this game, and i have this script hook, but i just can't get the game to work. i can't
find a solution anywhere, so i guess i'll just have to live with it and hope for the best. i just got this error as well. i installed it and it said there was a error but it wasnt showing me a solution. i tried everything listed above and nothing. i reloaded gta5 and no fix. i restarted my computer and it came back up. i can still load save games and everything but i cant go past

the main menu.. it just keeps saying "loading" then errors and i have to reload the game over and over again.
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For anyone having trouble - If you previously used Script Hook RDR2, removedinput8.dll from your root directory (make sure you leave ScriptHookRDR2.dll) and then launch RDR2.exe manually. Hope this helps! Also huge thanks to LMS for getting us this quick fix! You're awesome! If you previously used Script Hook RDR2, removedinput8.dll from your root directory
(make sure you leave ScriptHookRDR2.dll) and then launch RDR2.exe manually. Hope this helps! Also huge thanks to LMS for getting us this quick fix! You're awesome! I installed and launched Reunion. It installs fine. It seems to function but it seems very very buggy. It doesn't feel like an RDR2 mod. It's worse than having a plugin mod. The only things it seems to

be working with are the backpacks. There are no scripts working. Also, it prevents me from saving the game. It almost feels like it is bugged. I uninstalled it and started a new game. Nothing about Reunion worked. Does anyone know how to get around this issue? I see people saying that they fix the issue of graphics not loading through comments on my mod's page.
Is there any way I can fix this issue? I have the same problem. It is hard to fix the issue when I am not allowed to download any scripts or files at all. Well I got a crash this time. I got an error if "lpck_create_script_loader()" would cause an error. I disabled all scripts and started again. I am now getting "lpck_free_script_loader()" from script lcpdfr loader. I will try it

again later. what happened was that i had gtaiv downloaded on my phone and i went on to play it on my pc and it was in the middle of loading the game when my pc started flickering and freezing. i was pretty sure that it was because i was playing it with my phone, so i disconnected and restarted my computer. now i'm unable to log into lcpdfr and i can't get my
game. this is terrible, i was playing on my phone and i can't get back on my pc and i can't get my game. i'm just going to have to reformat or something. 5ec8ef588b
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